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BRAND POSITIONING STATEMENT

For those in need of a refreshing twist of modern 
design, Bristo Creative Co. is the design company 
that offers a broad spectrum of designs all the 
way from logos to layouts, because only Bristo 
Creative Co. can deliver the style, product, and 
timeliness you desire.
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BRAND BOARD

INSPIRATION

TYPEFACES

PATTERNS TEXTURES

COLOR PALETTE

BRAND POSITIONING STATEMENT

LOGO MARK

LOGOTYPE

Brianna Stone
Bristo Creative Co. 
bristocreative@gmail.com
870-278-2496
bristocreative.com

@bristocreative

@bristocreative

@bristocreative

For those in need of a refreshing twist of modern design, Bristo Creative Co. is the design  
company that offers a broad spectrum of designs all the way from logos to layouts, because 
only Bristo Creative Co. can deliver the style, product, and timeliness you desire.

Sanchez Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?,.

Gill Sans Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?,.
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MARK

MARK

LOGOTYPE

bristo creative is our creative mark and strongest identification. it remains 
consistent within these guidelines in order to promote brand recognition. the 
mark reflects a twist of modern design with lettering that is almost abstract 
and a design that is very clean and precise.

the words between the mark are simply a repetition of what the mark reads. 
it is a simple, clean sans-serif which reflects the cleanliness and modernism 
of the company. it is a twist on the abstract and quirky lettering of the mark 
and allows the logo to come together well as a whole.

LOGOTYPE

COMPONENTS OF THE LOGO
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CLEAR SPACE & MINIMUM SIZE

CLEAR SPACE

MINIMUM SIZE

this is the space around the logo in which no other element is acceptable to 
be within. placing another element within the clear space will compromise 
the clarity of the logo. runaround type, images, and/or document edges should 
not be placed closer than the height of the B in the logotype surrounding the 
Bristo Creative logo, mark, or logotype.

our logo should never appear 
smaller than 1 in. high, and 
this applies also when using 
only the mark. the logotype  
minimum is 0.25 in.

1 in. 1 in.

0.25 in.
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LOGO COLORS

COLORS

pms: 7500C 
cmyk: c-13 m-15 y-34 k-0 
rgb: r-222 g-208 b-173 
hex: #ded0ad

pms: 5487C 
cmyk: c-61 m-44 y-47 k-12 
rgb: r-106 g-119 b-118 
hex: #6a7776

this logo consists of a very neutral color palette, which reflects on the ethics 
and values of Bristo Creative Co. the grey and tan colors give the logo a very 
natural feel that is consistent with the brand.
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APPROVED COLOR VARIATIONS

there may be times when the color 
version of this logo cannot be used 
properly. in those certain situations, 
the positive and negative versions of 
this logo can be used.  

rather than using halftones, the logo 
is used with solid black and solid 
white in situations when color can’t 
be used.

any other use of color is not  
permitted by our visual guidelines.
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UNACCEPTABLE LOGO USAGE

we take our logo and its preservation very seriously. the variations of our 
logo below are unacceptable and not approved by our visual guidelines.

reassigning color combinations 
or choices is strictly prohibited.

stretching or distorting logo in 
any way is strictly prohibited.
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BRISTO CREATIVE CO

UNACCEPTABLE LOGO USAGE

rearranging our mark and/or 
logotype is strictly prohibited.

placing our logo on a busy background or one 
that creates poor contrast is strictly prohibited.

recreating the logotype for 
the Bristo Creative Co. logo  
is strictly prohibited.
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APPROVED TYPEFACES

a strong identity system is created not only by a consistent logo-mark, but 
also by consistent typography that is thought to relate to the brand itself. 
the characteristics in typefaces can convey just as much about the brand 
as the words to describe it can, which is why it is very important to use 
typefaces that are consistent with the brand.

typography is responsible for the general appearance of printed materi-
al, so it is important that the typeface is consistent with the look that the 
brand establishes. it is important that typography is consistent and clear.

sans serif typefaces are the secondary preference of communication on 
everything except for products such as type for cover letters. avenir light is 
preferred, but if it is unavailable, gill sans or effra can be used.

SANS SERIF

Avenir

Gill Sans

Effra

Avenir Light

Gill Sans

Effra Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()
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APPROVED TYPEFACES

serif typefaces are most often used for Bristo Creative Co, as there is 
always a chance that a design may call for a serif. we always like to go 
for the typeface that either is or closely resembles a slab-serif. sanchez 
is preferred, but if it is unavailable, courier or courier new can be used.

SERIF

Sanchez

Courier

Sanchez

Courier Regular

Courier New

Courier New

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%&*()

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()
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VISUAL IDENTITY SYSTEM

BUSINESS CARD

ENVELOPE

bristocreative@gmail.com

870.278.2496
bristocreativeco.com

@bristocreative

creative design

our business cards are only to be printed 
professionally with a full bleed. the cards 
are one sided only. it is to be printed on 
brown kraft paper only.

our envelopes must also be printed on brown 
kraft paper only. when mailing anything, use 
the provided dimensions below. the return  
address will be placed on a sticker that will be 
provided with the envelope and is to be placed 
directly below the logo.

our entire visual identity system uses the monochromatic version of the  
Bristo Creative Co. logo. it is printed on kraft paper, so that is the color system 
that allows the logo and brand information to pop the most. although the  
letterhead uses white paper, it only makes sense to use the same color scheme 
as the other pieces of the system.

B R I S T O  C R E A T I V E  C O

@bristocreative

5.0 in. 1.0 in.

1.5 in.

0.85 in.
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VISUAL IDENTITY SYSTEM

LETTERHEAD
our letterhead should also be professionally printed. use the template  
provided and place body of text within the provided dimensions below.

bristocreative@gmail.com
www.bristocreativeco.com
870.278.2496

@bristocreative

Dear Brand, 

Ihitiis sunt, quos aliae volorerumque rectemqui omnis unt. Im quis alibus et pos conecus cipsam lam repudit 
atemquam verferatem as vendam, solores nobist qui reperectur? Quides sum same voluptas accatist quatus sit, 
qui rempore moluptiusame pre net omniasperio delenis doluptae in rehenie nimpore mperchi ciuntis aria il maio 
inusciaerum reicipsunto velest eum qui occusae. Ritem nonsequi optasi conet offi cit quam inum rem conserum et 
adio con cus.

Xeristo occust restiur, autem volupti temporenis mi, neceatia doloremo beatem vendis dis ressimi, aboria dolupti 
con et arum, ut erferch illibus vit omniasp edition ra non plabo. Sed mod et unt.
Offi c tem ipis molupta dolupti ommoluptate eniat asit volupta tiunditiure el ea que volori alia ant adi arum faccab 
ipsae pedigenit aliberit fugitatibus, utem verum si de nones as ducim culpa destium elit rae re verit, con enda 
velestia dolent fugia num alis seque commolupta que destem. Pa que aut quia aliate nobis explandi nonsequi dolo 
quis imolest, a num, cum ea ne labor sit omnimus modis velecte velest qui ut autatet aut et que volori rat vella-
tese landem consequis ut aut oditatis qui teni saperum doluptae est, cores erume praecuptat ipsaeris delit perci 
rem sam, con nam ut voluptaecest arum que necea ditas mi, cus reium earibero endaerciaero vel inus minctures 
porernat re, se doluptatet paruptatia denimint omnimus venturio. Ut pra aut etur?

Ut as sum quate nobistet dolut omnimusam voluptur aut optat landant, inullabo. Sunt id mod unt vellaborem atio 
vellaccullam resequu ntibus int utem volenes aritam aliatem ne di doles ulparch ilitaquos eossi quia et eiurionest 
is quat quissus, int volupta peratempor sin nust dolorat harchiciis dolupta dolupti umquaernam int enit esequam 
rehentem quam in pelissimus eum quis reseque dellabo riatet aut accullanis eatibus aboreribero magnis ut hicaeca 
erchic tempe vellace pellest iostrum autempo remporem fugit eos doluptatem as aut volorep udicia sedi di reptae 
alita ni acea dolorempores eossi blant dellorem iunt aut optatiis quiandam quis estrum fugiati nonem latincid mos 
debis aliquam, offi cimus andi sequisit ipsapit essusa prem ut dolor aut dipicte mporumquiati iliquo blam que liatem 
ex el invenim endandae dolupta tiberib usamus dem andicia escidi voluptatus dendios nobis num.

Nam quibus.Itasperum quis nimagnatem lis doluptam volendi orpore nonsequam nusam recta eum aut miniant 
exero beat estiuntur adignis a ipsant quiatiis dignimo luptur mo ommodis qui con conserum volent apellor epre-
cepero conet rem. Doluptat.

2.65”

1.15”1.15”

2.0”

in.

in.

in.

in.
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FINAL STATIONERY
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WEBSITE FAVICON & SOCIAL PROFILE MARKS

SOCIAL PROFILE MARK WEBSITE FAVICON

16 x 16px

twitter & 
instagram

linkedin
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EMAIL SIGNOFF
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TIERS

COST BREAKDOWN

tier one: (50)

letterhead: classic crest natural white tier 1 (50):

envelope: kraft brown grocery bag envelopes

business card: standard kraft business card

website: bristocreativeco.com

envelope stickers: white labels

resume & cover letter
business card
postage

24lbs
50 sheets: $10.95
250 sheets: $23.95
source: envelopes.com

letterhead paper: $10.95/50
source: envelopes.com

envelope: $36.30/50
source: amazon.com

business card: $21.59/250
source: vistaprint.com

stickers: $9.99/36
source: stickeryou.com

50 envelopes: $36.30
100 envelopes: $72.60
200 envelopes: $145.20
source: amazon.com

250 cards: $21.59
500 cards: $23.99
source: vistaprint.com

$49.95 yearly
source: name.com

36 labels: $9.99
72 labels: $16.98
source: stickeryou.com

BUDGET
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COVER LETTER

bristocreative@gmail.com 
www.bristocreative.com
870.278.2496

@bristocreative

Dear Mr. Richardson, 

My name is Brianna Stone. I am the owner of Bristo Creative Co, which is a small graphic design 
company that is looking to grow. For the past few years, my studies have focused on all of the 
kerning, tracking, negative space, layout, and illustration there is to study at Arkansas State 
University. With a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design degree in my possession, my mission is to 
find a place that allows me to implement all of the skill-sets I have developed during my years there. 
Conveniently, my current location will soon change to Little Rock. Your company has been on my 
radar for a while now, as I am very interested in the aesthetics that you produce. 

The “look” that your company produces so heavily is one that I have admired since I discovered the 
world of graphic design. You produce mostly logo design, which is something that has always caught 
my attention. It allows you to break away from mass producing for one single company and branch 
into various categories. Also, you created the logo for Larry’s Pizza, and who doesn’t love pizza? 
Judging by the artwork produced at your company, I can only assume that you focus on typography, 
layout, and the overall appeal of design. My design skills have been greatly enhanced in those three 
categories because of the freelancing jobs that involved the creation of a logo and layout. 

I would love to meet with you one day to talk about your design business and get a feel for the 
design world in the city. I will be contacting you next week in order to talk about those topics.  
The website below contains my portfolio if you would like to view it. Thank you for your time and  
I look forward to meeting you.

Sincerely,

Brianna Stone
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RESUME

EDUCATION

SKILLS

ORGANIZATIONS

ACHIEVEMENTS

EXPERIENCE

brianna stone

arkansas northeastern college

illustrator

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF   
LEADERSHIP AND SUCCESS

ARKANSAS CHALLENGE 
SCHOLARSHIP

GREAT RIVER PROMISE 
SCHOLARSHIP

mar 2016 - current

aug 2012 - may 2016

aug 2012 - may 2014

indesign
photoshop

audition
html

css
jquery

freelance graphic designer (aug 2018 - current)

designer (sept 2018 - nov 2018)

arkansas state university

chancellor’s list  
(spring 2016; fall 2016)

work within a design team; develop printed 
collateral to raise awareness of the program at 
stax music academy. 

worked within design team to develop ad  
campaign to raise awareness of the art program. 

worked as footwear sales associate within a 
team. tasks included greeting and helping  
customers, keeping records, and maintaining 
the cleanliness of store.

design brand identity for business;  
create digital advertisements and collateral. 

redesigned business directory; designed and 
produced business cards; created flyers. 

created logo for new assembly; designed flyers 
and various collateral to promote growth.

produced printed and digital advertisements;  
created magazine advertisements, yard signs,  
product labels, and t-shirt designs. 

graduated with honors

dean’s list (fall 2017)

design intern (july 2018 - aug 2018)

freelance graphic designer (april 2018 - may 2018)

lead designer (mar 2017 - feb 2018)

designer (mar 2017 - april 2017)

sales associate (july 2016 - mar 2017)

bristocreative@gmail.com

870.278.2496

www.bristocreative.com

owner

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS

SUMMER’S SWEET RETREAT

STAX MUSEUM OF AMERICAN SOUL MUSIC

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS  
IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

NEA BAPTIST CLINIC

NEW BEGINNINGS CHURCH OF GOD

NELSON DESIGN GROUP

A-STATE DEPARTMENT OF ART AND DESIGN

ACADEMY SPORTS AND OUTDOORS

REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

email

contact number

website

Resumé shown from December 2018. Recent version available online.

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/b3e153_12d18ea367bc47d3b556616bf10a0ec5.docx?dn=STONE_Resume.docx
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THANK YOU NOTE 
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PROMOTIONAL PIECES
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WIREFRAME

NAVIGATION

LOGO

HOME

HOME WORKABOUT CONTACT

WORK ABOUT

RESUME

DOWNLOADABLE 
RESUME

SOC.

CONTACT

CONTACT

LOGO LOGO LOGO

LOGO

LOGO

LOGO

NAVIGATION NAVIGATION

LOGO

NAVIGATION
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SITEMAP
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HOME PAGE www.bristocreative.com

ABOUT PAGE

http://www.bristocreative.com
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RESUME PAGE

WORK PAGE
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GALLERY EXPANDED PAGE

CONTACT PAGE
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SOCIAL MEDIA MISSION STATEMENT

we use social networks to connect with like-minded professionals, inform 
and inspire those around us, build our personal brand and grow our 
business. through social media, we will find like minded designers that 
allow us to grow our brand and build our network. to accomplish this, we 
showcase our personal brand online by being authentic and true to our 
personality, interests and values.
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SOCIAL MEDIA

twitter: @bristocreative

handle (username): @bristocreative
profile image verbal description: logo
location: Arkansas, USA
bio: logos. lettering. layouts. plus all the in between. ask and you shall receive.
other information listed: website included
tone/voice: professional yet snarky at times

1. mountain_lines
2. white_onrice
3. abstractsunday
4. mattvergotis
5. brave_the_woods
6. typographydojo
7. slaterdesign
8. kevinrcantrell
9. GingerMonkey_TL
10. TierneyStudio

PERSONAL TWITTER  
INFLUENCERS:

all of the above twitter handles are 
profiles of people who inspire me 
in a design aspect. most of these 
profiles belong to creators who are 
phenomenal at hand- 
lettering, which is something that 
i am personally very interested in. 
others focus on simple illustrations 
that consist of heavy strokes and 
retro aesthetics, which is another 
thing that interests me.

https://twitter.com/bristocreative
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SOCIAL MEDIA

instagram: @bristocreative

profile name: Bristo Creative Co.
profile image verbal description: logo
bio: lettering. layouts. plus all the in between. ask and you shall receive.
other information listed: website/twitter handle
tone/voice: professional and occasionally snarky

1. stephanelopes
2. anggadwi
3. ryanlbowles
4. adamjk
5. leo_furious
6. distressedunrest
7. theskullreserve
8. logobloom
9. mountain_lines
10. anthonyjhos

PERSONAL INSTAGRAM  
INFLUENCERS:

all of the above instagram handles 
are profiles of people who inspire 
me in a design aspect. most of 
these profiles belong to creators 
who are phenomenal at hand- 
lettering, which is something that 
i am personally very interested in. 
others focus on simple illustrations 
that consist of heavy strokes and 
retro aesthetics, which is another 
thing that interests me.

https://www.instagram.com/bristocreative/
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SOCIAL MEDIA

linkedin: @bristocreative

profile name: Brianna Stone
company: Bristo Creative Co.
profile image verbal description: self photo
address: Jonesboro, AR
current: Bristo Creative Co. 
previous: STAX, Summer’s Sweet Retreat, NEA Baptist Clinic, A-State Dept. of Art and Design
education: Arkansas State University
skills: Graphic Design, Business Cards, Advertising, Magazines, Logo Designs, Collateral
other information listed: none
tone/voice: professional

http://www.linkedin.com/in/bristocreative
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SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT CALENDER

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

1pm1pm

8am8am

7pm

5pm
5pm 5pm

8am 8am 8am 8am 8am

3pm

tweet link to
trending topic 

tweet link to
trending topic 

tweet link to
trending topic 

tweet link to
trending topic 

tweet link to
trending topic 

tweet link to
trending topic 

tweet link to
trending topic 

5pm

8pm
reply to posts 
check groups

8pm
reply to posts 
check groups

8pm
reply to posts 
check groups

8pm
reply to posts 
check groups

8pm
reply to posts 
check groups

8pm
reply to posts 
check groups

8pm
reply to posts 
check groups

4pm
reply to posts 
check groups

4pm
reply to posts 
check groups

4pm
reply to posts 
check groups

4pm
reply to posts 
check groups

4pm
reply to posts 
check groups

4pm
reply to posts 
check groups

4pm
reply to posts 
check groups

celebrate monthly holiday
with hand lettering

-

D

industry opinion/
article

D

weekly company news
D

1pm

link to instagram post 

industry opinion

D
link to instagram post
D

weekly poll
D

WIP WIP

1pm 1pm 1pm

meme related to 
current event 

D
7pm

meme related to 
current event 

D
7pm

meme related to 
current event 

D
7pm

meme related to 
current event 

D
7pm

meme related to 
current event 

D

D

D D D D D D

h
how -to’s

h

Q
5pm

weekly reshare of 
other designer’s post

Q

behind the scenes
Q

Q
5pm

weekly reminder of
monthly giveaway

Q

6pm

throwback thursday
of previous work

Q

behind the scenes 

industry opinion/
article

D

Q

behind the scenes 

Q

behind the scenes 

industry opinion/
article

D

Q
behind the scenes 

industry opinion/
article

D

Q
behind the scenes 

industry opinion/
article

D

Q
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PLANNING WITH HOOTSUITE
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PLANNING WITH HOOTSUITE
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TWITTER POSTS
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INSTAGRAM POSTS
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INSTAGRAM POSTS
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LINKEDIN POSTS
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BUSINESS PLAN
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BUSINESS QUOTE

THIS IS
YOUR QUOTE:

DATE:
JOB NUMBER:

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

CLIENT NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:

month xx, 20xx

TOTAL: $

REVISIONS: 2

1111

client name here

address, city, state, zip
(xxx) xxx-xxxx

NOTES:
List any notes from meetings or other information provided by client.

MATERIALS REQUESTED:
IF client has requested specific materials, list here. Otherwise remove.

TIMELINE:
No rush charges. Timeline discussed when estimate approved. If job will be rushed, explain here 
and increase rate.

The following is a quote from Bristo Creative for work. This is not a legally binding contract, nor an 
invoice. See meeting notes to provide the expected total of hours. Thank you for this opportunity!

NAME OF PROJECT

• Explain here what you will receive and what is expected.

• More here. Include everything, including the time to pre-press (or similar) files.

• Revisions beyond those listed will incur hourly charges of $/hour. 

bristocreative@gmail.com

 

www.bristocreative.com
870.278.2496

@bristocreativeDQC
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BUSINESS INVOICE (PER HOUR)

THIS IS
YOUR INVOICE:

INVOICE DATE:
JOB NUMBER:

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

CLIENT NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:

month xx, 20xx

month xx, 20xx
1111

PAYMENT DUE:

client name here

address, city, state, zip
(xxx) xxx-xxxx

All payments can be made to Bristo Creative and mailed to the address below. Payment must be 
made within 30 days. Please contact me with questions about this or any future work!

bristocreative@gmail.com

insert address, Jonesboro, AR

 

www.bristocreative.com
870.278.2496

@bristocreativeDQC

RATE: $/hour

HOURS: 2

TOTAL: 2

• Revised existing (company name) logo. 

COMPANY X LOGO REVISION

RATE: $/hour

HOURS: 2

TOTAL: 2

COMPANY X DONATION FORM

RATE: $/hour

HOURS: 2

TOTAL: 2

COMPANY X WEBSITE

RATE: $/hour

HOURS: 2

TOTAL: 2

EXCITING EVENT

RATE:

TOTAL DUE: $0000.00

$/hour

HOURS: 2

TOTAL: 2

NEW SERVICE

• Insert task or product

• (x) files created: (x) to print and (x) to fill out digitally

• Insert page(s) created

• NOTES: (Work still being completed, etc.)

• Majority of hours devoted to development of look

• Supplies:

• Logo design

• NOTE: (Work still being completed, etc.)

$00.00: product

$00.00: product

$00.00: product
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BUSINESS INVOICE (PER PROJECT)

THIS IS
YOUR INVOICE:

INVOICE DATE:
JOB NUMBER:

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

CLIENT NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:

month xx, 20xx

month xx, 20xx
1111

PAYMENT DUE:

client name here

address, city, state, zip
(xxx) xxx-xxxx

All payments can be made to Bristo Creative and mailed to the address below. Payment must be 
made within 30 days. Please contact me with questions about this or any future work!

bristocreative@gmail.com

insert address, Jonesboro, AR

 

www.bristocreative.com
870.278.2496

@bristocreativeDQC

RATE: $/hour

EXTRA REVISIONS:
PROJECT CHARGE: $000

TOTAL: $000

HOURS: 2

TOTAL: $000

• Insert task/product description

• Insert task/product description

• Insert task/product description

• Insert task/product description

• Insert task/product description

• Insert task/product description

COMPANY X PUSH CARD

TOTAL DUE: $0000.00
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